Vedasahasrapaat Introduction
Brochure
1. What is Vedasahasrapaat Meditation?
It is subtle yet strong meditation technique
initiated to aspirants by Gurumithra Dr.
Harish tenneti. This is initiated into aspirant
by using Dhwani and Soungandhika
initiation methods as guided by Keshara
Mithra VSP Tenneti.
2. Who can attend the course?
Out of many courses Theosophia
Shyamanthaka Mission teaches,
Vedasahasrapaat is considerably basic
course. Anyone who is interested in
learning basic meditation with utmost
respect and love can join this course.

Youngsters, students, spiritual sadhaks,
employers, employee, and political
aspirants however, children below 12
years are not encouraged to join.
3. How is Vedasahasrapaat useful to us?
Many of us suffer from different
problems. It is almost impossible to find
one who has no problems.
Vedasahasrapaat magnifies the vital
energies, stamina, withstanding power,
shock absorbing capabilities, analytical
thinking and empowers the sadhaks with
self-confidence.
4. How many days will it take to become a
perfect Vedasahasrapaat sadhaks?
Though the practice is simply for 21
days, hardly one hour each day. The
student becomes well vibrated energy
channel within 48 hours after the dry and

wet initiations. Vedasahasrapaat does not
attempt to convert you into a healer or a
guru. Vedasahasrapaat meditation is
aiming at creating a transformation. All
the regular Vedasahasrapaat sadhaks have
spine chilling experiences and 360degree
transformation in life.
5. Are there any restrictions after learning
Vedasahasrapaat meditation?
There are no restrictions imposed upon
sadhaks. The transformation naturally and
gradually takes place. Nevertheless,
systematic disciplinary living at least for
a 21-day period is advised for faster and
deep results.
6. What miracles can Vedasahasrapaat
promise?
Miracles cannot be promised, do not do
Vedasahasrapaat for miracles.
Vedasahasrapaat is a spiritual practice,

the more Sadhana you do, more miracles
you cherish.
7. What exactly is taught in
Vedasahasrapaat meditation?
Creating sahasrapaat shikara
Eka vimsathi narayana smaran
Kandarpa mudra chihna
Akshayamala mantra initiation
Chakra vivarana
Shankharaavam and Indra Dhanush
invocation

8. Why the cost of course is 3000rs?
Course is free, 3000rs is just to grab your
attention.

